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Abstract
The X -conuence of a quadratic algebra A dened by generators and relations can be in-
terpreted as an equality between two idempotent endomorphisms acting on tensors of degree
three (X is the ordered set of generators). Those endomorphisms are simply dened from the
X -reduction operator of A which is an idempotent endomorphism acting on tensors of degree
two. In general, the X -conuence of A is not locally generic, even if the continuous change of
relations of A is regular, i.e., the image of the X -reduction operator is not changed. For the spe-
cial class of quantum algebras, we introduce a condition which implies X -conuence and which
is locally generic in the regular case. A global result is derived when the change is analytic.
More precise results are obtained if the quantum algebras are of Hecke type. c© 2000 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 16S15; 16W50; 16W55; 17B37; 81R50
1. Introduction
A nitely generated quadratic algebra (fgqa) is an associative algebra with nitely
many generators and homogeneous quadratic relations. A recent interest in noncommu-
tative fgqa’s was prompted by the development of quantum groups and the emergence
of new examples called quantum algebras which are dened from solutions of the
quantum Yang{Baxter equation (qYBe) (see [8] and references therein). Denoting by
V the vector space spanned by the generators, a fgqa A over V is determined by the
space of relations E which is any subspace of V ⊗V . Then A is a quantum algebra if
we have
E= Im(1V⊗V − c); (1.1)
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where 1V⊗V is the identity map of V ⊗V , and c is an automorphism of the vector
space V ⊗V satisfying qYBe. Letting c1 = c⊗ 1V and c2 = 1V ⊗ c, c is said to satisfy
qYBe if the following holds in V⊗3:
c1c2c1 = c2c1c2: (1.2)
For an arbitrary fgqa A, it is a natural problem to nd a basis of the vector space
A which is formed by monomials in the generators, and next to compute the Hilbert
series of A. If the set X of generators is totally ordered, Anick has dened such a
basis [1] in the following manner (in fact Anick’s denition works for more general
associative algebras): The elements of X are called X -generators, and the noncom-
mutative monomials in the X -generators are called X -monomials. Denote by X (n) the
lexicographically ordered set of X -monomials of degree n. The class of any element
a of V⊗n in A is denoted by a. It is easily shown that the classes of elements of the
set
Mn= f2X (n);  =2Spanf; 2X (n); <gg
form a basis of the homogeneous component An of degree n of A. Putting together
these bases, we get the Anick’s basis of A relative to X . We have developed a new
approach for studying quadratic algebras as soon as an ordered set X of generators
is given [3]. In this approach, we have an eective construction (step by step as n
increases) of the Anick’s basis which lies on a general algorithm providing the meet
of two arbitrary elements of a certain lattice.
Our approach is based on a one-to-one correspondence between the fgqa’s A with X
as ordered set of generators and some idempotent endomorphisms S of V ⊗V called
X -reduction operators. The X -reduction operator S corresponding to A is dened as
follows. The X -monomials of degree two on which S acts identically are said to be
S-reduced, and E has a basis formed by relations which identify each S-nonreduced
monomial with a linear combination of lower S-reduced monomials (lower for the
lexicographical order on monomials). Note that we have
E=Ker(S): (1.3)
On the other hand, the set of X -reduction operators on V⊗n is naturally a lattice.
Letting Si=1V⊗(i−1) ⊗ S ⊗ 1V⊗(n−i−1) , 1 in− 1, we have proved [4] that the Anick’s
set Mn is the set of reduced monomials of the meet S1 ^    ^ Sn−1 relative to this
lattice.
Anick’s bases are related to PBW-bases in Priddy’s sense [9]. To see this, introduce
M 0n= f2X (n); each submonomial of degree two of  is S-reducedg:
Denote by M the union of sets Mn and by M 0 the union of sets M 0n. Then M is included
in M 0. If the classes of elements of M 0 form a basis of A, Priddy says that this basis
is the PBW-basis of A relative to X . Thus existence of the PBW-basis relative to X
is equivalent to equality M =M 0.
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We have found in [3] a very simple property characterizing equality M =M 0 in terms
of the X -reduction operator S. This property is called X -conuence. More precisely,
the algebra A is said to be X -conuent if the following holds in V⊗3:
: : : S1S2S1 = : : : S2S1S2: (1.4)
On each side of (1.4), the composite necessarily stabilizes when the number of factors
is suciently large (twice the number of X -generators suces). Equality (1.4) provides
an algorithm to decide X -conuence. In fact, it suces to test (1.4) on the ambiguous
X -monomials of degree three. An X -monomial of degree three is said to be ambiguous
if its two submonomials of degree two are S-nonreduced. The term \conuent" is
reminiscent of Bergman’s Diamond Lemma [5] and can be justied in the framework
of computational algebra. By Priddy’s theorem, X -conuence of A implies Koszulity
of A [9, 3].
Motivated by the examples of usual quantum algebras, we are naturally led to inves-
tigate the dependence of X -conuence on parameters, call them 1; : : : ; s, belonging to
C and varying continuously. More precisely, the situation is the following. The set X
of generators is xed and the coecients of X -monomials in the relations continuously
depend on =(1; : : : ; s). The set of  is an open set U of Cs. A property concerning
with fgqa’s having X as set of generators is called locally generic if it is true in a
neighbourhood of  whenever it is true for . In applications, our families of fgqa’s
will be often X -regular on U. This means that the S-reduced monomials are the same
when  varies in U. The assumption of X -regularity seems rather strong but it ensures
continuity of S on U. In order to discuss this continuously parametered situation, we
shall introduce conditions C1 and C2 whose main interest lies in proving conuence
without using any algorithm. In other words, the lengthy computations involved by
use of Diamond Lemma are avoided (see Examples 4.9 and 4.10).
Actually, we shall focus our attention on quantum algebras A. Let c be the solution
of qYBe dening A. We shall examine connections between c and the X -reduction
operator S. In spite of relation Im(1V⊗V − c)=Ker(S) deduced from (1.1) and (1.3),
these connections seem rather loose (S depends on X while c does not). Then condi-
tion C1 says that a noteworthy endomorphism of V⊗3 (the \antisymmetrization" of c)
is injective on the subspace generated by the ambiguous X -monomials of degree three.
Clearly injectivity makes condition C1 locally generic under X -regularity assumption.
From that, it is possible to deduce a global result of X -conuence in adding an ana-
lyticity assumption on coecients of relations.
The fact that the antisymmetrization of c is related to the X -conuence of A was
rst noticed by Sudbery [12, Lemma 1] for c in the Hecke case (the Hecke case is
dened below). Our work has consisted in including the X -reduction operator S in the
picture. Doing so, we have succeeded to formulate condition C1 without using Hecke
hypothesis. Accordingly, the X -conuence of the multiparameter quantum matrix alge-
bras is obtained as a direct consequence of the above global result. This X -conuence
(polynomiality in Sudbery’s terminology) appeared as strongly dependent on Hecke
hypothesis in Sudbery’s work. As a matter of fact, the real interest in condition C1 is
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beyond the Hecke case. There exist natural examples of quantum algebras which are
not in the Hecke case. On the other hand, more precise results will be obtained in the
Hecke case.
The solution c of qYBe is said to be a Hecke symmetry if there exists  invertible in
the ground eld such that the following holds (we use Wambst’s normalization [13]):
(c − 1V⊗V )(c + 1V⊗V )= 0: (1.5)
For detailed studies of Hecke symmetries, the reader may consult the works of
Gurevich [7] and Wambst [13]. The main interest in the Hecke case is existence of
an internal duality A$A. The quantum algebra A is still dened on the same vector
space V and corresponds to the eigenvalue −. In fact A is dened by the Hecke
symmetry c=−−1c which is said to be conjugate to c.
The duality A$A allows us to introduce condition C2 which will turn out to be
equivalent to X -conuence. Condition C2 says that the conjugate antisymmetrization
(i.e., the antisymmetrization relative to c) is injective on the subspace generated by the
reduced X -monomials of degree three (an X -monomial of degree three is said to be
reduced if its two submonomials of degree two are S-reduced). Using C2, we prove
that X -conuence is locally generic in the X -regular Hecke case.
If we have X -regularity and X -conuence on an open set, then the PBW-basis
relative to X remains unchanged on this open set, and accordingly the same holds
for the Hilbert series. In fact, following an idea of Drinfeld [6], it is possible to prove
that the Hilbert series is locally constant in the Hecke case without using X -regularity
or X -conuence.
Putting together local genericity of X -conuence with local genericity of
X -nonconuence, we get a global genericity in the X -regular Hecke case: X -conuence
holds on a whole connected open set whenever it holds at a point of this open set.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a description of general
X -reduction operators and X -conuence. Here general means that the reduction op-
erators are dened on an arbitrary nite dimensional vector space endowed with an
ordered basis. The situation of fgqa’s is next treated in the same section as the partic-
ular case for which the vector space is a tensor square V ⊗V . The reader is referred
to [3] for a more detailed set-up of Section 2. Section 3 examines fgqa’s which con-
tinuously depend on parameters; in particular X -regularity is dened and studied. In
Section 4, condition C1 is introduced, and the results discussed in this Introduction are
proved. Hecke case and condition C2 are investigated in Section 5.
2. X -reduction operators
Throughout this Section, K is a eld and V is any nite dimensional vector space
over K with r= dim(V )1. Let X be a totally ordered basis of V . The elements of
X are called the X -generators of V . We denote by  the total order of X . For any
nonzero element a of V , hg(a) denotes the highest X -generator occuring in the linear
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decomposition of a in the basis X . We extend the relation < to V in the following
manner. For a and b in V with a 6=0, we have b<a if either b=0 or hg(b)<hg(a).
Denition 2.1. A linear map T :V !V is called an X -reduction operator on V if the
following hold:
(i) T 2 = T ,
(ii) for each X -generator , either T ()=  or T ()<.
The generator  is called T -reduced or T -nonreduced according as T ()=  or
T ()<. The subspace generated by the T -reduced (T -nonreduced) generators is de-
noted by Red(T ) (Nred(T )). We have V =Red(T )Nred(T ) and Im(T )=Red(T ).
Moreover the elements − T () where  is any T -nonreduced generator form a basis
of Ker(T ). The rst basic result is the following (see [3, 4] for proofs).
Theorem 2.2. Denote by L(V ) the set of all subspaces of the vector space V and
denote by LX (V ) the set of all X -reduction operators on V . The map X :LX (V )!
L(V ) sending T to Ker(T ) is a bijection.
Recall that L(V ) is a lattice for inclusion of subspaces, and the meet (join) is
the intersection (sum) of subspaces. Owing to the bijection X , LX (V ) becomes a
lattice. Precisely, the order TU on LX (V ) is dened by Ker(T )Ker(U ). So the
endomorphism 0V vanishing everywhere is the lowest X -reduction operator, while the
identity map 1V is the highest one. Furthermore the meet ^ and the join _ of two
X -reduction operators satisfy
Ker(T ^U )=Ker(T ) + Ker(U );
Ker(T _U )=Ker(T )\Ker(U ):
(2.1)
The analogous relations involving the images are not so simple (fortunately!). Actually,
we have the following basic relations:
Red(T )\Red(U )=Red(T ^U )ObsT;Ured ;
Red(T _U )= (Red(T ) + Red(U ))ObsT;Uamb:
(2.2)
The subspaces ObsT;Ured and Obs
T;U
amb are X -generated (i.e., generated by some
X -generators) and their X -generators are called obstructions. In fact, relation dim(Red
(T ^U ))+dim(Red(T _U ))= dim(Red(T ))+dim(Red(U )) shows that these obstruc-
tion subspaces have the same dimension, which is denoted by defc(T; U ) and is called
the conuence defect of T and U . If the conuence defect vanishes (i.e., if relations
(2.2) become \simple"), T and U are said to be conuent.
It is proved in [3] that T and U are conuent if and only if the following holds
(recall that r=dim(V )):
(UT )r =(TU )r : (2.3)
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Clearly, if T and U commute (e.g., if they are comparable for the order), they are con-
uent. Using again (2.3), we see that if T and U are distinct with Red(T )=Red(U ),
they are not conuent. If T and U are conuent, we have T ^U =(UT )r =(TU )r , and
T _U is a kind of antisymmetrization in T and U . Otherwise, there is no polynomial
expression for T ^U and T _U but there exists an algorithm to compute them (see [3]
for details).
Our aim is now to apply the preceding formalism to quadratic algebras. For any
integer n0, we shall use the notation V (n) =V⊗n. Consider a totally ordered basis
X of V . The noncommutative monomials in the X -generators are called X -monomials.
The basis X (n) of V (n) formed by the X -monomials of degree n is assumed to be
lexicographically ordered. For example, if r=2 and X is the basis x<y of V , X (2) is
the basis xx<xy<yx<yy of V (2). For brevity, the X (n)-reduction operators on V (n)
are called X -reduction operators on V (n), and the set of latter is denoted by LX (V (n)).
If T is an X -reduction operator on V (n) and U is an X -reduction operator on V (p),
then T ⊗U is an X -reduction operator on V (n+p).
Let E be a vector subspace of V (2) =V ⊗V . We denote by I(E) the two-sided ideal
generated by E in the tensor algebra Tens(V ). It is graded by the subspaces I(E)n
dened by I(E)0 = I(E)1 = 0 and
I(E)n=
X
i+j+2=n
V (i)⊗E⊗V ( j); n2: (2.4)
The algebra A= Tens(V )=I(E) is called the quadratic algebra over V having E as
space of relations. The algebra A is graded by the subspaces An=V (n)=I(E)n. The
dual quadratic algebra of A is the quadratic algebra A! over the dual vector space
V  with E? as subspace of relations. We have I(E?)n= J (E)?n , where J (E)0 =K ,
J (E)1 =V and
J (E)n=
\
i+j+2=n
V (i)⊗E⊗V ( j); n2: (2.5)
Let S be the X -reduction operator on V (2) such that Ker(S)=E. Let Si be the
X -reduction operator on V (n) dened by
Si=1V (i−1) ⊗ S ⊗ 1V (n−i−1) ; 1 in− 1; n2:
The images of the operators Si, 1 in − 1, under the lattice anti-isomorphism X (n)
are the subspaces V (i−1)⊗E⊗V (n−i−1); 1 in− 1. Using (2.4) and (2.1)1, we get
I(E)n=Ker(S1 ^    ^ Sn−1). Therefore the projection map S1 ^    ^ Sn−1 induces a lin-
ear isomorphism from An onto Red(S1 ^    ^ Sn−1). In other words, the set of classes
of X -monomials of degree n which are S1 ^    ^ Sn−1-reduced is a basis of the vector
space An. This basis is called the canonical X -basis of An. Since there exists an algo-
rithm for the computation of T ^U from T and U , the canonical X -basis of An can
be computed step by step as n increases. It is proved in [4] that the canonical X -basis
of An coincides with the Anick’s basis dened in Section 1.
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Denition 2.3. With the above notations, if the X -reduction operators S1 = S ⊗ 1V and
S2 = 1V ⊗ S are conuent on V (3), the quadratic algebra A is said to be X -conuent.
To abbreviate notations, we let P=(S1; S2), Red(P)=Red(S1)\Red(S2) and
Amb(P)=Nred(S1)\Nred(S2). Relations (2.2) become
Red(P)=Red(S1 ^ S2)ObsPred;
Red(S1 _ S2)=Namb(P)ObsPamb:
(2.6)
The next characterization of X -conuence will be useful later.
Proposition 2.4. The following inequality holds:
dim(J (E)3)dim(Amb(P)); (2.7)
and it is an equality if and only if A is X -conuent.
Proof. We have E⊗V =Ker(S1) and V ⊗E=Ker(S2), and also J (E)3 =Ker(S1 _ S2)
as a consequence of (2.5) and (2.1)2. Next we use (2.6)2.
Suppose A is X -conuent. For every i1, Si and Si+1 are conuent. Moreover Si
and Sj commute if ji− jj>1. So the operators Si; 1 in− 1; are pairwise conuent.
An induction on n shows that
Red(S1 ^    ^ Sn−1)=
n−1\
i=1
V (i−1)⊗Red(S)⊗V (n−i−1); n3:
This means that the canonical X -basis of An is the set of classes of monomials whose
submonomials of degree 2 are all S-reduced. Thus the Anick’s basis coincides with the
PBW-basis in Priddy’s sense, as we claimed in Section 1. Conversely, if the Anick’s
basis coincides with the PBW-basis in degree three, (2.6)1 shows that A is X -conuent.
3. Continuous families of fgqa's
Throughout this Section, V is a r-dimensional vector space over the eld C of
complex numbers.
Denition 3.1. Let U be a nonempty open set of Cs, s1. Let (A)2U be a family
of fgqa’s over V with U as index set. The space of relations of A is denoted by
E. Let X be an ordered basis of V . The family (A) is said to be continuous on U
if for each 0 in U there exist a neighbourhood V of 0 in U and some elements
f1; ; : : : ; fm;  of V ⊗V depending on 2V such that
(i) f1; ; : : : ; fm;  span the subspace E for each  in V,
(ii) the coecients of fi;  with respect to the basis of X -monomials of degree two
are continuous in 2V.
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Clearly, this denition does not depend on X . Notice that this denition does not
imply that dim(E) is locally constant, as we see by considering E generated by xx,
 in C and X = fxg. Assume that the family (A) is such that dim(E)= k is constant
on U. Then the continuity of this family is equivalent to the fact that the map  7!E
is continuous from U to the Grassmannian of k-dimensional subspaces of V ⊗V . Our
motivation for the above denition is that the natural generators of spaces of relations
of quantum algebras satisfy (ii) but they are not linearly independent.
A property dealing with fgqa’s over V is said to be locally generic if for any
continuous family (A), the property holds in a neighbourhood of  whenever it holds
for . Under some circumstances, local genericity depends on a further assumption on
the family. In this case, we shall say that the property is locally generic under this
assumption.
Let (A) be a continuous family of fgqa’s over V . Denote by S the X -reduction
operator such that Ker(S)=E. For each , the elements a − S(a) where a is any
S-nonreduced X -monomial form a basis of E. As shown in the next example, this
basis is no longer continuous in , even if dim(E) is constant. In other words, the
triangular process constructing S does not work uniformly in .
Example 3.2. Take r=2 and X : x<y. For any complex number , E is
one-dimensional generated by xx + xy. If  is nonzero, we get Nred(S)= hxyi
(hxyi denotes the subspace spanned by xy) and S(xy)=−−1xx. If =0, we get
Nred(S)= hxxi and S(xx)= 0. The maps  7! S and  7!Red(S) are not continuous
at =0.
Denition 3.3. Assume that (A) is a continuous family of fgqa’s over V with U as
index set. Fix an ordered basis X of V . The family is said to be X -regular on U if
 7!Red(S) is constant on U, i.e. the S-reduced X -monomials of degree two remain
the same when  varies.
Note that X -regularity depends on X . Consider in the previous example the basis
X 0 : x0<y0 where x0=y and y0= x. Denote by S 0 the X
0-reduction operator associated
to the same space of relations E. Then Nred(S 0)= hy0y0i and S 0(y0y0)=−y0x0, so
that (A) is X 0-regular on C.
Proposition 3.4. (i) Assume that the continuous family (A) is X -regular on U. Then
the map  7! S is continuous from U to the vector space of endomorphisms of V ⊗V
endowed with its natural topology.
(ii) X -nonconuence is locally generic under X -regularity assumption.
Proof. (i) Fix 0 in U. Consider the relations f1; ; : : : ; fm;  as in Denition 3.1. We
apply the triangular process to these relations. Let  be the highest S-nonreduced X -
monomial of degree two. There exists i, 1 im, such that fi; 0 contains . Introduce
a neighbourhood V1 of 0 in V such that the coecient of  in fi;  does not vanish
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on V1. Since the family is X -regular, we can begin the triangular process relative to
the E,  in V1, by choosing the same relation fi; . Clearly fi;  can be rewritten on
V1 as relation gi; = − a() where  7! a() is continuous on V1. Using relation gi; ,
we eliminate the occurences of  in the fj; , j distinct from i. The new relations gj; 
thus obtained are still continuous on V1. Next we repeat with relations gj; , j distinct
from i, what we have performed with relations f1; ; : : : ; fm; . At the end of the process,
we get a neighbourhood of 0 in V on which  7! S is continuous.
(ii) If the continuous family (A) is X -regular on U, the maps  7! (S;2S;1)r and
 7! (S;1S;2)r from U to End(V (3)) are continuous. If these maps have distinct values
at , they have distinct values at any point of a neighbourhood of .
Example 3.5. Take r=2 and X : x<y. For any complex number , A is dened
by the X -reduction operator S such that Red(S)= hxx; xyi and S(yy)= xx + xy,
S(yx)= xx+ xy. The family (A) is continuous and X -regular on C. The ambiguous
monomials of degree three are yyx and yyy. From
S;2S;1(yyx)= (+ 2)xxx + xxy;
S;2S;1S;2(yyx)= (+ 22)xxx + 3xxy;
(3.1)
S;2S;1(yyy)= 2xxx + (+ 2)xxy;
S;1S;1S;2(yyy)= 32xxx + (+ 22)xxy;
(3.2)
and applying (1.4), we see that A is X -conuent if and only if =0. Thus X -
conuence is not locally generic under X -regularity assumption.
A fgqa A over V is said to be weakly (strongly) conuent if A is X -conuent for
some (any) ordered basis X of V. In the previous example, one can prove [4] that
A0 is strongly conuent. Furthermore, for  6= 0, A is not Koszul, which implies that
A is not weakly conuent thanks to Priddy’s theorem. Thus weak conuence, strong
conuence and Koszulity are not locally generic under X -regularity assumption.
In the next sections, we shall see situations in which we have simultaneously X -
regularity and X -conuence. Assume that the X -regular continuous family (A) is such
that each A is X -conuent. Since the S-reduced monomials of degree two remain un-
changed, the PBW-basis relative to X remains unchanged. In other words, the canonical
X -basis of A does not depend on . Evidently, the same holds for the Hilbert series
of A.
4. Quantum algebras
In this section, V is any r-dimensional vector space over the ground eld K .
Denition 4.1 (Gurevich [7], Manin [8] and Wambst [13]). An automorphism c of
the vector space V ⊗V is called a quantum symmetry (or simply a symmetry) of
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V if c satises the quantum Yang{Baxter equation (qYBe)
c1c2c1 = c2c1c2; (4.1)
where c1 = c⊗ 1V and c2 = 1V ⊗ c. If c is a quantum symmetry of V, the fgqa A over
V with space of relations E= Im(1V⊗V −c) is called the quantum algebra dened by c.
Suppose that c is a symmetry of V and A is the quantum algebra dened by c. In
order to study A, we introduce the following endomorphism of V (3):
Ant3 = 1V (3) − c1 − c2 + c1c2 + c2c1 − c1c2c1: (4.2)
The qYBe (4.1) provides
Ant3 = (1V (3) − c1)(1V (3) − c2 + c2c1)= (1V (3) − c2)(1V (3) − c1 + c1c2): (4.3)
Recall that J (E)3 = (E⊗V )\ (V ⊗E) according to (2.5). Hence (4.3) shows the fol-
lowing basic inclusion:
Im(Ant3) J (E)3: (4.4)
Our purpose is now to formulate condition C1. First, we have to choose an ordered
basis X : x1<   <xr of V. The relations xixj − c(xixj), 1 i; jr, span E and we
can apply the triangular process to those relations to obtain the X -reduction operator
S dening A. As usual, let P=(S1; S2), S1 = S ⊗ 1V , S2 = 1V ⊗ S, and introduce the
following subspaces of V (3):
Red(P)=Red(S1)\Red(S2); Amb(P)=Nred(S1)\Nred(S2): (4.5)
An X -monomial of degree three belonging to Red(P) (Amb(P)) is called P-reduced
(P-ambiguous).
Denition 4.2. The quantum algebra A dened by c is said to satisfy condition C1
relatively to X if Ant3 is injective on Amb(P), i.e., if the elements Ant3() are linearly
independent when  runs over the set of P-ambiguous X -monomials.
Inclusion (4.4) and Proposition 2.4 imply immediately the following.
Theorem 4.3. If the quantum algebra A dened by c satises C1 relatively to X; A
is X -conuent.
Example 4.4. Assume char(K) dierent from 2 and 3. Fix the ordered basis X : x1<
  <xr of V. To each generator xi, a parity jxij equal to 0 or 1 is given. Dene c by
c(xjxi)= (−1)jxijjxjjxixj; 1 i; jr: (4.6)
It is obvious that c2 = 1V⊗V and c satises qYBe. The quantum algebra A dened by
c is usually called a supersymmetric algebra. Clearly, the elements xjxi − xixj with
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i<j; jxij=0 or jxjj=0, xjxi + xixj with i<j; jxij= jxjj=1, xixi with jxij=1, form
a basis of relations. Hence the X -reduction operator S is dened on the nonreduced
monomials as
S(xjxi)= xixj if j>i; jxij=0 or jxjj=0;
S(xjxi)=−xixj if j>i; jxij= jxjj=1;
S(xixi)= 0 if jxij=1:
(4.7)
Let = xkxjxi be a P-ambiguous monomial. Denote by a the ambiguous part of the
element Ant3(), i.e., the linear combination of ambiguous monomials occuring in this
element. The computation of a is easy. We have three cases to distinguish. If k>j>i,
a= . If k = j>i with jxjj=1, a=2. If k = j= i with jxij=1, a=6. From that, we
conclude that the supersymmetric algebra A veries C1 relatively to X . The reader will
note that the X -conuence of A is well-known. In fact, condition C1 will turn out to
be interesting when we shall want to make A vary continuously.
In order to investigate continuous families of quantum algebras, we suppose K =C
until the end of this section.
Denition 4.5. Let U be a nonempty open set of Cs, s1. A family (A)2U of
quantum algebras over V is said to be continuous on U if for each  in U, A is
dened by a quantum symmetry c in such a way that the map  7! c is continuous
on U.
Consider a continuous family (A) of quantum algebras. Fix an ordered basis X : x1<
  <xr of V. For each , the relations xixj−c(xixj), 1 i; jr, span E. The continu-
ity of  7! c implies that the coecients of those relations are continuous in . In other
words, (A) is a family of fgqa’s which is continuous in sense of Denition 3.1. On the
other hand, if we assume that (A) is X -regular on U and if we let P=(S;1; S;2),
then the subspace Amb(P) does not depend on . Thus the following result is a
straightforward consequence of Denition 4.2 and continuity of  7! c.
Proposition 4.6. In the class of quantum algebras; condition C1 relative to X is locally
generic under X -regularity assumption.
Theorem 4.7. Let U be a nonempty open set of Cs; s1. Assume that (A)2U is
a family of quantum algebras over V dened by a continuous family of quantum
symmetries c. Let X be an ordered basis of V such that the family (A) is X -
regular on U. Assume that there exists 0 in U such that A0 satises C1 relatively
to X .
(i) There is a neighbourhood of 0 in U on which A is X -conuent.
(ii) Assume that U is connected and the map  7! c is analytic on U.
Then A is X -conuent for any  in U.
Proof. (i) It is clear from Proposition 4.6 and Theorem 4.3.
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(ii) The triangular process shows that the map  7! S is analytic on U. Using (i),
we see that the analytic map  7! (S;2S;1)r − (S;1S;2)r vanishes on a neighbourhood
of 0. By analytic continuation, this map vanishes on whole U.
Remark 4.8. Using Lefschetz principle, it is possible to extend Theorem 4.7(ii) to
any eld of characteristic zero. Let K be a eld of characteristic zero and V be a r-
dimensional space over K . Fix an ordered basis X of V. Assume that (c) is a family of
quantum symmetries of V dening a family (A) of quantum algebras, and the domain
of =(1; : : : s) in Ks is dened by
1() 6= 0; : : : ; t() 6= 0; (4.8)
where the i are polynomial functions in 1; : : : s over Q. The entries of c relative
to X are supposed to be rational functions in 1; : : : s over Q. Moreover we assume X -
regularity, i.e., the S-reduced X -monomials does not depend on . Since the triangular
process is performed in the subeld of K generated by 1; : : : s, we can apply Lefschetz
principle, i.e., we can consider that this subeld is included in C. In particular, the
entries of S relative to X are also rational functions in 1; : : : s over Q on the domain
(4.8) viewed as an open set of Cs. If the latter is connected and if condition C1 relative
to X is satised for some A0 , we conclude that A is X -conuent for any  in the
domain (4.8) viewed as a part of Ks.
Example 4.9. This example is the quantum symplectic space algebra as dened by
Reshetikhin et al. [11]. The dimension r is even and V =Cr endowed with the canonical
basis ordered as usual. The parameter is a nonzero complex number q. The previous
authors introduce the R-matrix of type C as being the following complex r2 r2 matrix:
R(q) = q
X
i 6=i0
eii⊗ eii +
X
i 6=j; j0
eji⊗ eij + q−1
X
i 6=i0
eii0 ⊗ ei0i
+ (q− q−1)
X
i>j
ejj ⊗ eii − (q− q−1)
X
i>j
qi−j ij ei0j ⊗ eij0 ;
where eij is the usual r r Kronecker matrix, i0= r + 1− i, i=+1 or −1 according
to 1 ir=2 or (r=2) + 1 ir, and
(1; : : : ; r)=
 r
2
;
r
2
− 1; : : : ;+1;−1; : : : ;− r
2
+ 1;− r
2

:
A R-matrix is just a solution of qYBe. The quantum symplectic space algebra is the
quadratic algebra Aq with generators x1; : : : ; xr and relations of the following form:
R(q) : x⊗ x= qx⊗ x: (4.9)
Here, x is the r 1 matrix with entries x1; : : : ; xr downwards, and x⊗ x is the usual
Kronecker product. If X denotes the ordered basis x1<   <xr , x⊗ x is the r2 1 ma-
trix whose entries are downwards the X -monomials of degree two in the lexicographic
ordering. Clearly Aq is the quantum algebra dened by the symmetry cq which is the
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transpose of the matrix q−1R(q). Note that the map q 7! cq is analytic on C. From
(4.9), the following more explicit relations of Aq can be easily drawn [11]:
xjxi= q−1 xixj if j>i; j 6= i0;
xi0xi= xixi0 + (q2 − 1)
X
1 j i0−1
qi0−i i0j xjxj0 if i0>i:
(4.10)
We want to prove that (Aq) is X -regular on C. On the right-hand side of (4.10)2, it is
possible that j>j0, but in this case we can reduce xjxj0 by use of (4.10)2. Since j<i0,
we can repeat this reduction until it remains no monomial xkxk0 with k>k 0. Therefore
the triangular process shows that the Sq-nonreduced monomials are the monomials xjxi,
rj>i1. As those monomials does not depend on q, the X -regularity is proved. On
the other hand, the specialization q=1 in (4.10) shows that A1 is the symmetric algebra
in the generators xi, so that A1 veries C1 relatively to X (see Example 4.4). Thus
Theorem 4.7(ii) allows us to conclude that Aq is X -conuent for any nonzero q. In
fact, according to Remark 4.8, this result holds if the ground eld is any eld of
characteristic zero. Contrary to the next example, Aq is not of Hecke type: the minimal
polynomial of cq has degree three.
Example 4.10. We are concerned with the multiparameter quantum matrix algebra
[2, 10, 12]. As in the previous example, V =Cr is endowed with the canonical ba-
sis ordered as usual. The parameters are nonzero complex numbers p and qij with
r i>j1. We let =(p; (qij)r i>j1), so that  runs over the connected open set
U=(C)s, s=1 + r(r − 1)=2. The r2 r2 multiparameter R-matrix of type A is the
following:
R()=p
X
i
eii⊗ eii +
X
i>j
qijeij ⊗ eji + p
X
i<j
q−1ji eij ⊗ eji + (p− 1)
X
i>j
eii⊗ ejj:
The multiparameter quantum matrix algebra is the quadratic algebra A with generators
aij, 1 i; jr, and relations
R() : T ⊗T = T ⊗T : R(); (4.11)
where T is the r r matrix (aij) and T ⊗T is the usual Kronecker product. In fact,
(4.11) is equivalent to
R0() : x⊗ x= x⊗ x: (4.12)
Here x is the r2 1 matrix with entries a11; : : : ; arr lexicographically ordered down-
wards. Moreover, R0= :Rt ⊗R−1 :  where  is the ip acting on the second and the
third factors of V (4), and R0 satises qYBe. Therefore A is the quantum algebra de-
ned by the symmetry c which is the transpose of R0(). The map  7! c is analytic
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on U. The following more explicit relations are derived from (4.11):
aijakj = qik akjaij if i>k;
aijail=pq−1jl ailaij if j>l;
aijakl=p−1qikqlj aklaij if i>k; j<l;
aijakl= qikq−1jl aklaij + (1− p−1)qik akjail if i>k; j>l:
(4.13)
In each equality of (4.13), the monomials on the right-hand side are lower than the
monomial on the left-hand side. In other words, the triangular process is already per-
formed. In particular, the family (A) is X -regular on U. On the other hand, the
specialization p= qij =1 in (4.13) gives the symmetric algebra in the generators aij.
Using Theorem 4.7(ii), we can conclude that A is X -conuent for any  in U.
Remark 4.8 shows that the result still holds on any eld of characteristic zero. The
result was proved in [2] by a reduction to the uniparameter case qij = q; p= q2 for
which Diamond Lemma was used. We have already told in Section 1 that Sudbery
had proved the result by using the fact that the minimal polynomial of c has degree
two.
5. Quantum algebras of Hecke type
In this Section, V is any r-dimensional vector space over the ground eld K .
Denition 5.1 (Gurevich [7] and Wambst [13]). A symmetry c of V is called a
Hecke symmetry of V if there exists  invertible in K such that
(c − 1V⊗V )(c + 1V⊗V )= 0: (5.1)
The quantum algebra A dened by c is then said to be of Hecke type.
Assume that c is a Hecke symmetry of V as in Denition 5.1. Letting c=−−1c,
we immediately see that c is a Hecke symmetry of V. The Hecke symmetry c and the
quantum algebra A dened by c are said to be conjugate to c and A, respectively. The
reader can easily check that the transpose (in the dual vector space V ⊗V ) of c is a
Hecke symmetry. If  6= −1, the latter denes the dual quadratic algebra A!. In other
words, A represents an internal version of the dual algebra.
If  is distinct from −1, we can dene the following idempotent endo-
morphisms whose sum is the identity map of V ⊗V :
c+ =
1
1 + 
(c + 1V⊗V ); c−=
1
1 + 
(1V⊗V − c): (5.2)
Denoting by E and E the respective spaces of relations of A and A, we have
E= Im(c−)=Ker(c+); E= Im(c+)=Ker(c−): (5.3)
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In [13], the antisymmetrizations Antn associated to c are introduced in order to com-
pute the Hochschild homology of A from a Koszul complex. We shall use the anti-
symmetrization associated to c for n=3 in the denition of condition C2. We start
with the denition of Antn. For n2, the antisymmetrization Antn associated to c is
the following endomorphism of V (n):
Antn=
X

sgn()c; (5.4)
where  runs over the set of permutations of 1; : : : ; n, and sgn() is the sign of . For
1 in− 1, ci denotes the following endomorphism of V (n):
ci=1V (i−1) ⊗ c⊗ 1V (n−i−1) : (5.5)
Consider a reduced decomposition =(i1; i1+1)    (is; is+1) in Coxeter transpositions.
Then the endomorphism c of V (n) is dened as the composite ci1 : : : cis .
It is worth noticing that no use of Hecke relation (5.1) is made in the previous
denition: only qYBe is used. An interesting property of (5.1) is that Antn becomes
idempotent once divided by an adequate -integer. Recall that for any integer n>0
the -integer (n) is the sum 1 +  +    + n−1, and the -factorial (n)! of (n) is
the product (1) : : : (n).
Proposition 5.2. Assume n2 and (n)! invertible in K . Then (1=(n)!)Antn is an
idempotent endomorphism of V (n) whose kernel is I(E)n and image is J (E)n.
Proof. The following equalities are easily veried [13]:
Antnci=− Antn= ci Antn: (5.6)
The rst one implies that Antnc=(−)l()Antn, where l() is the length of . From
that, we compute Ant2n . Using the well-known combinatorial relation
P
 
l() = (n)!,
we obtain that Ant2n =(n)!Antn, i.e., (1=(n)!)Antn is idempotent.
Next deduce from (2.4) that I(E)n=
P
i+j+2= n V
(i)⊗E⊗V ( j): The rst equality
(5.6) gives the following Antn(ci+1V (n) ) = 0. Therefore E= Im(c+) implies that I(E)n
is included in the kernel of Antn. To get the reverse inclusion, introduce the natural
map n from V (n) onto An whose kernel is I(E)n. From nci=− n, it follows that
n Antn=(n)! n, and the reverse inclusion holds.
Recall now that J (E)n=
T
i+j+2=n V
(i)⊗E⊗V ( j): The second equality (5.6) and the
fact that E=Ker(c+) show that the image of Antn is included in J (E)n. Conversely,
if a belongs to J (E)n, we have ci(a)=− a which leads to c(a)= (−)l()a and
Antn(a)= (n)! a.
Denote by S and S the X -reduction operators on V (2) dened by Ker(S)=E and
Ker(S)=E. Remember from Section 2 that S1 ^    ^ Sn−1 is an idempotent endo-
morphism of V (n) whose kernel is I(E)n and image is Red(S1 ^    ^ Sn−1). Thus
Proposition 5.2 has the following consequence.
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Corollary 5.3. Assume n2 and (n)! invertible in K . Then (1=(n)!)Antn realizes
an isomorphism from Red(S1 ^    ^ Sn−1) onto J (E)n. The inverse isomorphism is
realized by the map S1 ^    ^ Sn−1.
We are now ready to introduce condition C2. Denote by Antn the antisymmetrization
relative to c=−−1c. Clearly we have
Antn=
X

−l()c; (5.7)
where  runs over the set of permutations of 1; : : : ; n, and l() is the length of .
Recall that Red(P)=Red(S1)\Red(S2) and the X -monomials belonging to Red(P)
are called P-reduced.
Denition 5.4. A quantum algebra A dened by a Hecke symmetry c is said to satisfy
condition C2 relatively to X if Ant3 is injective on Red(P) i.e., if the elements Ant3()
are linearly independent when  runs over the set of P-reduced X -monomials.
Assume (3)! invertible in K . Corollary 5.3 implies that Ant3 is an isomorphism
from Red(S1 ^ S2) onto Im(Ant3). On the other hand, (2.6)1 shows that Red(S1 ^ S2) is
contained in Red(P) and equality holds if and only if P is conuent. Thus C2 relatively
to X is equivalent to X -conuence. Now specialize K =C. Since C2 relatively to X
is locally generic under X -regularity assumption, we get:
Proposition 5.5. In the class of Hecke quantum algebras with (3)! invertible in C;
X -conuence is locally generic under X -regularity assumption.
Theorem 5.6. Let U be a nonempty connected open set of Cs; s1. Assume that
(A)2U is a family of quantum algebras over V dened by a continuous family of
Hecke symmetries c. Assume also that the element () of (5.1) relative to c is
such that (3)()! is always invertible in C. Let X be an ordered basis of V such that
the family (A) is X -regular on U. Then A is X -conuent for any  in U whenever
this holds for some 0.
Proof. It suces to put together Proposition 5.5 and Proposition 3.4(ii).
Following along the same lines as Remark 4.8, Theorem 5.6 can be extended to any
eld of characteristic zero. It is also interesting to notice that the braid relation (1.2)
provides the local genericity of X -conuence while the generalized braid relation (1.4)
provides the local genericity of X -nonconuence.
Remark 5.7. We do not know whether X -conuence of A and X -conuence of A are
equivalent or not (although X -conuence of A and X !-conuence of A! are equiva-
lent [3]).
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Remark 5.8. Condition C2 for A is dierent from condition C1 for A. In fact, Red(P)
and Amb(P) are generally dierent: it is the case of Example 4.4, for which Red(P)
\Amb(P) is the subspace spanned by the x3i , jxij=1.
Remark 5.9. Condition C1 for A implies condition C2 for A (it is just Theorem 4.3).
The converse is probably false, but we know no counterexample.
Remark 5.10. Let U be a nonempty connected open set of Cs, s1. Assume that
(A)2U is a family of quantum algebras over V dened by a continuous family of
Hecke symmetries c such that any (n)() is invertible in C. The dual version of
Proposition 5.2 shows that the dimension of A; n is equal to the rank (i.e., the trace)
of the projector ((n)()−1 !)−1Antn, hence this dimension is constant on U. In particular,
the Hilbert series of A is constant on U. Drinfeld had already obtained a particular
case of this result [6, Theorem 5]. In fact, our result is a straightforward generalization
of Drinfeld’s one.
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